We consider a labelled tableau presentation of constant domain rst-order S5 and prove a strong cut-elimination theorem.
Introduction
The present note is devoted to a proof of strong cut-elimination in a labelled tableau calculus for the constant domain modal predicate logic S5. Modal tableau calculi which build in the accessibility relation of possible worlds models were rst introduced by Kripke (1963) and were later`linearized' by various authors, notably Fitting (1972 Fitting ( , 1983 Fitting ( , 1993 ) and Mints (1992) . As in Gabbay's (1994) theory of labelled deductive systems, the basic declarative unit of these tableau calculi is not just a formula A, but rather a formula plus label ( ; A). In case of the modal logic S5, the label may just be a single positive integer, whereas in general it is a non-empty nite sequence of positive integers. Moreover, for S5 the accessibility relation between labels may be universal and hence neglected. In contrast to labelled tableaux, the tableau systems of, for example, Rautenberg (1983) and Gor e (1992) do not use labelled formulas. The use of labels allows to formulate tableau calculi for certain extensions of the minimal normal modal logic K by imposing constraints on accessibility and on occurrences and the shape of labels on tableau branches. These constraints may be regarded as`structural' in the sense of not referring to any connectives. In order to emphasize the relation to sequent calculi, we shall work with a tableau calculus TQS5 based on the ordinary notion of a sequent. By de ning suitable mappings on cut-free closed tableaux it can easily be shown that the result of dropping cut from TQS5 is equivalent to Fitting's tableau calculus for constant domain rst-order S5 with respect to provable formulas (see the Appendix).
Usually modal tableau calculi are formulated without a cut rule. The admissibility of cut is, however, of interest for constructive proofs of equivalence with Hilbert-type systems, compare Kripke (1963, p. 82 ). Moreover, non-constructive proofs of cutelimination are of little appeal when it comes to extending the notion of formulas-astypes to modal logic (see, for instance, Borghuis (1994) ). It is this respect in which the present note may be seen to have signi cance.s, s 1 , s 2 , : : : to denote sequents and the`turnstile'`to denote derivability between single sequents and nite sets of sequents. Tableau calculi are given by ( nite) sets of derivation rules of the form s`s 1 ; : : : ; s n . A tableau for a given sequent s is a tree of sequents rooted in s, such that every node of the tree is an instantiation of one of the derivation rules of the tableau calculus under consideration. A tableau for s is closed, if every leaf of any branch of the tableau has the form ( ; B) ! ( ; B).
The system TQS5 to be considered is a tableau calculus for constant domain rstorder S5. As said in the introduction, for S5 we may assume that the labels are positive integers. Let i, j, k, : : : range over positive integers. TQS5 is given by the The above tableau rules are presented by means of rule schemata exhibiting, among other things, variables for formulas, labels, terms, and nite sets of labelled formulas.
Every instantiation inf of such a rule R is an inference falling under R. If 
Primitive reductions
Our objective is to show that every (su ciently long) sequence of reduction steps in a process of eliminating applications of cut We shall distinguish between two kinds of reductions, principal moves and parametric moves. If the labelled cut-formula ( ; A) is principal in the initial inferences of the closed tableaux for both (1) and (2), the application of cut is called a principal cut. Otherwise, if the cut-formula is parametric in at least one of the initial inferences below (3), the application of cut is said to be a parametric cut. We perform principal moves on principal cuts and parametric moves on certain parametric cuts. Principal moves. In order to present the principal moves, we need some terminology and some lemmata. If inf 2 R2 S5 , then the instantiation of k is called the eigenlabel of inf . If inf 2 R8, then the displayed constant c is called the eigenconstant of inf . Lemma 3.1 Consider any inference inf falling under a rule R from TQS5.
(i) If every occurrence of a label which is not the eigenlabel of inf is replaced by a label which again is not the eigenlabel of inf, then the resulting inference falls under R.
(ii) If every occurrence of a closed term which is not the eigenconstant of inf is replaced by a constant which again is not the eigenconstant of inf, then the resulting inference falls under R. Proof. (i) The only non-trivial case is R = R2 S5 , but since we may neither replace by the eigenlabel nor replace the eigenlabel, the result of the replacement falls under R2 S5 .
(ii) Analogous. Lemma 3.2 In TQS5 every closed tableau for a sequent X ! Y can be converted into a closed tableau for X ! Y such that in , 800 Strong Cut-Elimination for Constant Domain First-Order S5 (i) for every inf 2 R2 S5 we have: the eigenlabel i of inf occurs only in sequents below the premise of inf, and i does not occur as eigenlabel of any inf 0 2 R2 S5 such that inf 6 = inf 0 .
(ii) for every inf 2 R8 we have: the eigenconstant c of inf occurs only in sequents below the premise of inf, and c does not occur as eigenconstant of any inf 0 2 R8 such that inf 6 = inf 0 . Proof. (i) By renaming of eigenlabels. Consider an inference inf 2 R2 S5 in such that there is either no inference falling under R2 S5 below the premise of inf, or every such inference has already been subjected to renaming. We replace every occurrence of the eigenlabel of inf below the premise of inf by a new label not already occurring in the tableau. This process is then iterated in order to obtain . By the rst part of the previous lemma, correctness of rule applications is preserved.
(ii) Analogous.
There are two cases to be distinguished between. Case 1. i falls under id: That is, for this primitive reduction step we take any result 0 1 of renaming eigenconstants in 0 1 according to the proof of Lemma 3.2 (ii) (such that t does not occur as eigenlabel in 0 1 ) and replace every occurrence of c in 0 1 by t. Every rule is su ciently pure. Moreover, Observation 3.4 All rules are closed under uniform substitution of nite sets of labelled formulas for congruent parameters, provided no side conditions are violated. (1) is similar.) We de ne a set Q of occurrences of ( ; A), called the set of parametric ancestors of ( ; A) in 2 wrt inf 0 (cf. (Belnap 1982, p. 394) ). We begin with putting the exhibited occurrence of ( ; A) into Q, and, working downwards, we include for every inf 2 2 each antecedent occurrence of ( ; A) of any conclusion of inf. What we obtain is a tree of parametric ancestors of ( ; A) rooted in the exhibited occurrence of ( ; A) in (2) . If there is an application of cut in the tree, we do not perform a reduction, but instead consider one such application of cut for reduction. If there is no application of cut in the tree, then for every path of parametric ancestors of ( ; A) in 2 Simultaneously carrying out these transformations for every ( ; A) b and then removing the inital occurrence of (3) (since now (3) = (2)) constitutes a parametric reduction step. The previous observations ensure that we in fact obtain a closed tableau for (3), since the substitution by X and the addition of Y does not interfere with any side conditions. In Case 1, schematically we have: 
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Strong Cut-Elimination for Constant Domain First-Order S5 What the parametric moves make clear is that parametric cuts need never immediately precede
Strong normalization
The proof of the strong normalization theorem to be given is derived from the proof of strong normalization for typed -calculus, confer, for instance, Hindley and Seldin (1986, Appendix 2), Roorda (1991) . We shall rehearse here the application of this method in Wansing (1994) . Suppose that is a closed tableau containing an application of cut. A (one-step) reduction of is the closed tableau resulting by applying a primitive reduction to a subtableau of . If reduces to , this is denoted by > (or < ). is said to be reducible i there is a to which reduces. Lemma 4.1 If a closed tableau is not reducible, then it is cut-free.
Proof. Since the above case distinction is exhaustive, every closed tableau that contains an application of cut is reducible. 
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Strong Cut-Elimination for Constant Domain First-Order S5
A closed tableau is said to be strongly normalizable i every sequence of reductions starting at terminates. Lemma 4.5 Every inductive closed tableau is strongly normalizable.
Proof. By induction on ind( ). If ind( ) = 1, no reduction is possible. If is inductive by b, then every reduction is in the conclusions i , and we can apply the induction hypothesis. If is inductive by c, then every proof to which reduces is inductive, and hence, by the induction hypothesis, every such proof is strongly normalizable. Thus, is also strongly normalizable. Lemma 4.6 Let be an inductive closed tableau and let inf be the uppermost inference of . If > 0 by reducing a closed tableau j of a conclusion sequent of inf, then ind( ) > ind( 0 ). By the induction hypothesis for h( ), 0 is inductive, and thus is inductive by de nition. If the primitive reduction of to requires to cut with 1 more than once, analogously every new 0 and hence can be shown to be inductive. Corollary 4.8 In TQS5 every closed tableau is inductive. Theorem 4.9 In TQS5 every closed tableau is strongly normalizable. 5 Extensions of quanti ed K Let us recall some material from Fitting (1993) . A label now is a non-empty nite sequence of positive integers. We assume a binary relation of`accessibility' between labels. This relation may satisfy certain conditions, and a number of such conditions is de ned in Table 1 . K and various extensions of K that can be dealt with by means of labelled tableaux require certain properties of accessibility between labels. These are speci ed in Table 2 . A label occurring on a tableau branch is said to be a simple, unrestricted extension of a label i (i) is the result of extending on the right with a single positive integer and (ii) is not an initial segment of any label occurring on the branch. The Table 2 . accessibility conditions for various logics label is available on a branch, if it occurs on that branch. The right and left rules for 2 can be stated in such a way that variations among the systems listed in Table 2 can be accounted for by`structural' side conditions on the left rule (cf. If S is any system listed in Table 2 , let TQS be the tableau presentation of its constant domain rst-order extension. If we try to reuse the proof of strong cut-elimination for TQS5 in order to establish strong cut-elimination for TQS, we have to be careful, since both R2 and L2 come with complex side conditions. Reconsider the earlier reduction Can the proof of strong cut-elimination for TQS5 be recycled in order to establish strong cut-elimination for TQS, if S 6 = S5 ?
